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US Economy – Robust recovery
•

U.S. economy expanded at a rapid clip in the first quarter and incoming data
continue to paint a picture of an economic recovery gaining momentum.

•

The public health situation continues to rapidly improve on a national scale
with increased vaccinations leading to lower new daily cases, deaths and
hospitalizations.

•

With conditions rapidly improving, expectations and the bar to exceed them
keep rising, and the pendulum of emotions is swinging towards optimism.

•

FOMC meeting this week struck a more optimistic tone but did nothing to
dissuade expectations that the current stance is set in stone...for now.

•

FOMC left its forward guidance around the fed funds rate and asset purchases
unchanged.

•

The earnings calendar remained a major focus, as Amazon.com trounced

estimates and Chevron swung a profit, while investors appeared unimpressed
with Twitter’s earnings results and guidance.

US : Proactive Policies
•

U.S. households are flush with cash. Many households received their third, considerably larger stimulus check in March, which caused personal
income to surge a record 21.1% during the month.

•

In fact, many households received two stimulus checks during the first quarter, and even with the double-digit annualized gain in real personal
consumption expenditure (+10.7%), the large influx of stimulus boosted the personal saving rate to 21% from 13% in the fourth quarter.

•

In total, consumers are sitting on $2.2 trillion in “excess savings” through March, which is a considerable amount at their disposal to fuel what is
shaping up to be a consumer-led recovery.

•

In addition to cash-bloated consumers, the rapidly improving public health situation leaves us fairly optimistic on growth prospects this year. Through
April 29, about 38% of U.S. adults are fully vaccinated and 55% of adults have received at least one does of a vaccine, according to the CDC.

•

National daily case counts have fallen back below 60K, while deaths and hospitalizations have also moved lower. The improving virus situation is
boosting confidence and leading to an ease of restrictions across the country.

•

In addition to cash-bloated consumers, the rapidly improving public health situation gives rise to fairly optimistic growth prospects this year.

•

Through April 29, about 38% of U.S. adults are fully vaccinated and 55% of adults have received at least one does of a vaccine, according to the
CDC. National daily case counts have fallen back below 60K, while deaths and hospitalizations have also moved lower.

•

Post pandemic swift recovery in US is the lesson for the rest of the world as to how to be proactive in policy making

Central banks : No Policy shift
• A range of central bank meetings last week brought little change on the policy front.
• Despite the Fed turning more upbeat on the economy, Powell reiterated that it is too early to talk about tapering.
Fed might be moving in a more hawkish direction later this year on more positive US macro data .

• BoJ kept its QQE with yield curve control unchanged with the target for the short-term interest rate at -0.1% and
for 10-year bond yields around 0%.
• BoJ also published a new outlook report, where 2023 now marks another year of not reaching the 2% inflation

target and the 2021 forecast has been trimmed following new lockdowns in Japan.
• The FX reaction on the decision was muted but as BoJ added another year of not reaching the inflation target to
their outlook, the Yen weakened after four weeks of pure strengthening.

• The global Covid-19 situation remains challenging. New global coronavirus cases rose for a ninth consecutive week
by a record 5.7 million, as a 52% surge in India outweighed declines in most regions.

Europe : Momentum in Vaccinations
• Pace of vaccinations is picking up strongly in Europe after there were a plethora of bottlenecks around vaccine distribution
• Initially, there were some diplomatic skirmishes between UK and EU over supplies and potential export bans, and more recently the
issue has been around the health and safety of adenovirus-based vaccines, namely the AstraZeneca and Janssen Covid-19 vaccines.
•

Despite all these negative news items, the pace of vaccination in Europe has picked up significantly, broadly in line with expectations
that Covid-19 vaccine supplies would start to arrive in larger numbers in April and especially in May onwards.

• The daily pace of vaccinations in the EU has almost caught up with the daily pace in the US and UK, both of which have been amongst

the fastest and most successful countries in rolling out Covid-19 vaccines to their own populations.
•

Currently, EU is inoculating just shy of 0.6% of the total population per day based on a 7-day moving average, compared to less than
0.4% per day before April and less than 0.2% per day prior to March. In tandem with more supply, including the potential approval of
Curevac vaccine later this quarter and even potential upside if the Russian Sputnik V vaccine is approved and rolled out by EU member
states .

• Pace of vaccinations to speed up even further and a much more significant relaxation of social distancing measures later this quarter.
This will set the scene for a sharp bounce in economic growth in the coming months.

German Politics : Key risk for EUR
• As the 'era Angela Merkel' is drawing to a close, the outcome of Germany's federal election on the 26 September 2021 will have
important implications for economic and fiscal policies for years to come. As the biggest Euro area economy, accounting for nearly a
third of output, Germany has only an outsized influence on European growth prospects.

• LIke no other western democracy Germany has long epitomised the picture of political stability and continuity of leadership in Europe.
However, with Merkel's withdrawal from the political scene, the 2021 election will push German politics into unchartered territory.
Increased political fragmentation and the notable rise to popularity of the Green party make it likely that political change is in the air.
• The Green party will be king-makers in any future governing coalition, opening up the potential for a more relaxed fiscal stance down
the line. However, the 'debt brake' will still limit expansionary fiscal policies.
• A German chancellor from the Green party leaves the biggest potential for policy disruption.
• Although the new government is expected to maintain a clear pro-European stance, a European leadership vacuum is opening up with

the departure of Angela Merkel.
• This leaves room for more political uncertainty on the European stage over the coming years – which is seen structurally EUR negative

China : Sustainability of Debt
• After successfully containing the spread of the pandemic and achieving a sound growth rate in 2020, China has stepped into a new economic
stage with a clearly higher debt ratio comparing to the pre-Covid period.
•

The rapid growth of debt raised concerns in the market on the debt burden for years to come.

•

However, the very rapid growth rate in Q1 2021 has helped to stabilize the increase in the debt-to-GDP ratio in that quarter, and in fact,
reduced it to 269% in Q12021 from 272% at the end of 2020

• For the past quarter, a large part of the decline in the debt to GDPratio is due to denominator effect -the cyclical rebound in Q1with GDP

growth above 18%. But if we counterfactually assume no GDP growth in Q1 2020, the debt-to-GDP ratio would have increased to 280% by Q1
2021. This explains why the sustainability of high growth in China is key to ensure reasonably good debt dynamics down the road
• China’s debt dynamics at the beginning of 2021 underscore the importance of economic growth to contain debt accumulation.But to maintain
the momentum of economic growth, China will need to allow for a relatively stable credit environment, which implies more debt

accumulation.
• Given that the growth of Chinese economy has already decelerated from the peak following the global financial crisis, we expect China’s
overall debt to continue growing. As such, the priority of the Chinese government is likely to be directed to contain the risks associated with
the debt dynamics. There is no silver bullet for this

India : Bond market : No direction
• The Government is three weeks into its borrowing programme for the new financial year but the amount it managed to raise so far was nearly
200 bln rupees short of what was planned. This makes a clear case for introspection as well as course correction on debt management.
• Secondary market activity also does not suggest a particularly dismal appetite for bonds – yields are down 15 basis points since the beginning of
the year, while daily trade turnover has averaged a robust 450 bln rupees. Yet when it comes to the primary market, investors seem to have
developed cold feet.

•

If yields were to adjust higher, say around 20 bps above prevailing levels, investors would feel adequately compensated for the risk of
maintaining large bond holdings. But going by the devolvement and partial cancellations of recent auctions, unfettered price discovery does not
seem to be a part of the official plan.

• In the midst of second wave , growth is likely to be negatively impacted and RBI may have to stretch its resources to keep the bond yields under

check . The inflation is set to be a significant risk considering the global commodity prices .
• The issuances, Inflation , Revenue slippage and more fiscal expansion should underpin the yileds whereas RBI support , Liquidity and lack of
credit pick up should be favourable for the Bonds
•

Summing up , The outlook for the bond markets can swing between the two extremes depending upon the topical interest . With continued RBI
support , the 10 Year yield is likely to stay closer to 6.00 % rather than 6.10 %

India Equity : Mixed Undertone
• Benchmark indices managed to recover from the pain of last 3 weeks and continued their up-move during the last week, defying grim
economic growth prospects.
• While Pandemic distress is being reluctantly factored in most by FIIs, the large section of the markets - predominantly DIIs -are
smoothening the negative impact by thinking ahead of the present by factoring the post pandemic upswing . Should the pandemic
distress continue beyond May 10 , this section of the markets might very well loose patience.
• Investor sentiment at the ground level is unarguably more cautionary but the markets managed to hold the reversal in trend
confidently.
• DIIs were net buyers of equities worth more than Rs. 9,900 Crs in April vs. last month. In a never-ending battle of disagreement between
FPIs and DIIs, international investors turned away from Indian equities after six months of consistent net buying and sold equities worth
over Rs. 8,500 Crs. Therefore, it is essential to watch the movement of FPIs and DIIs

• The market is in a deceptive mode as it first caught bears on the wrong foot after surpassing 14750 and now and now with the tail end
correction, the bulls are completely clueless and unsure of the next move. Such market is literally a nightmare for the swing traders as
market is unable to see any kind of follow-through - 14150-14650 should work this week.

